The best marketing requires more than well-written content; you also need compelling graphic design! In fact, research shows 94% of consumers will leave a website with poor graphic design. Social media posts that feature intriguing graphic design have a 650% higher engagement rate than plain text posts.

**GRAPHIC DESIGN**

The best marketing requires more than well-written content; you also need compelling graphic design! In fact, research shows 94% of consumers will leave a website with poor graphic design. Social media posts that feature intriguing graphic design have a 650% higher engagement rate than plain text posts.

**WEBSITE DESIGN**

Research shows 75% of consumers evaluate a company’s credibility based solely on their website design. Clearly, it’s incredibly important your brand has a strong website. We develop strategic websites with search engine optimization that will engage visitors with your brand.

**SERVICES**

**PUBLIC RELATIONS**

Journalists are busier than ever. With more demanding deadlines and smaller staffs, it’s easy for newsworthy stories to be missed entirely. We provide Personalized Public Relations for clients across dozens of different industries, spreading the good news about their businesses, and raising their brand awareness and name recognition.

**CLIENT TESTIMONIALS**

**SHELLY HEULSMAN**

“As a B to C retailer, we understand the importance of reaching out to our customers through social media. However, as a small business, finding the time and resources to do so effectively has been a challenge. Three Girls Media has become that voice for our company and provides us with relevant messages and information that our customers can easily access through social media. It has been a seamless process with exceptional results. I appreciate the fact that their team is patient with us, takes constructive feedback and most importantly gets the job done with less effort on our part – and does it well.”

**RACHEL PHILLIPS**

“Three Girls Media is my go-to for content marketing and social PR. They have a deep understanding of their craft and the platforms and technologies available to maximize our marketing dollars. They provide the best value for many reasons, one of which is their streamlined processes allow me to spend less time managing our campaigns than if I was doing the work myself.”

**World Class Marketing And Custom Quality Content Exclusively For Your Brand**

MARKETING, PUBLIC RELATIONS, SOCIAL MEDIA, WEB & GRAPHIC DESIGN
Our mission is to provide world-class marketing and public relations services for organizations of all sizes, raising their brand awareness and name recognition through both traditional and digital tactics, all while providing top-notch customer service. Rather than relying on cookie cutter packages or hefty monthly retainers, we design a one-of-a-kind marketing or public relations campaign with each business’ specific goals and budget in mind.

Three Girls Media, Inc. is a boutique award-winning Marketing and Public Relations Agency headquartered in the greater Seattle area. We’re proud to have been named “Best Woman-Owned Content Marketing Agency – Pacific Northwest,” “Best Boutique Marketing Agency,” and “Most Innovative Social Media Marketing Firm” in Washington State.

We completely break the mold of ‘traditional’ public relations and marketing with a wide range of a la carte services. Our satisfied clients stay for campaign after campaign.

Three Girls Media doesn’t believe in a one-size-fits-all approach to marketing. Whether you’re a large enterprise, government agency, privately held company or a small business, we fully customize our marketing and public relations campaigns for every client, and provide all of our services on an a la carte basis. We never require costly monthly retainers; instead we provide each of our marketing and PR services for a flat fee with payment plan options.

What makes us different from all the other content marketing creators out there? Each piece of marketing content we provide for your business is completely original and carefully crafted with your specific audience in mind! We will ensure your company’s marketing content is designed perfectly to reach your target consumers, reflect your business’ voice and personality, and use proven tactics to increase your organization’s brand awareness and name recognition.

Social media marketing is critical for businesses today. We don’t believe that every social network is appropriate for every organization, however there’s at least one social media platform that’s right for your company, and we want to make sure it helps build your brand awareness and name recognition.

Did you know websites with a blog receive 80% more new visits than those that don’t? Clearly, blogging is important, but not all articles are created equal! Why do the posts we write for our clients make a difference? Three Girls’ expert blogging specialists craft every blog post for two critical audiences – your customers and search engine optimization (SEO).